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A fully integrated unit of design,
manufacture, and construction of field erected steel
platework structures.

Company Overview
TIW Steel Platework Inc. is part of the Canerector Inc. group of companies. The group is engaged in the fabrication,
construction and distribution sectors of the steel industry. TIW is a fully integrated unit of design, manufacture, and
construction of field erected steel platework structures.
Originally known as The Toronto Iron Works Company, TIW was established in 1907 as a supplier of tankage, process
vessels and related equipment to the petroleum industry. The Company’s expertise in steel platework has since
established it as a leading supplier to the pulp and paper, chemical, mining and numerous other industries.
The nature of TIW work requires an extensive technical support staff which is fully conversant with the applicable building
codes and standards. Over numerous decades the company has developed custom work procedures and retained
professional experts which is key to the company’s successful operation. We would be pleased to assist you with your
needs and thank you for your interest in our company.

Learn more: www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/about-us/

Products & Services
TIW offers an inclusive suite of products and services to suit your specific requirements. From API 650 tanks and API 620
low-temperature and cryogenic tanks and AWWA D-100 water tanks to ASME storage spheres and field erected pressure
vessels and more, we have the practical knowledge and technical expertise to successfully complete your most
challenging projects.
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/products/

Safety
Safety is our first and most important core value, and the focal point of everything we do. For us, safety isn’t just a
commitment; it’s a mindset. Safety, quality, and productivity go hand in hand at TIW. Our culture explicitly reinforces the
need to build safety into every aspect of our work. Our stellar safety record and firm commitment to providing the
highest quality of service have kept us in business for more than a century. From developing customized plans for every
job to training our workers on practices, protocols, equipment, and hazards, we build safety into everything we do.
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/health-safety-environmental/

Quality
Quality is more than just a promise we make to you; it’s a philosophy, a routine, and a culture. Our team of highly skilled
professionals, including in-house project managers, quality control staff, certified engineers and field construction crews
ensure your project is completed to the highest standards. We’re committed to exceeding your highest expectations at
every stage of your project.
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/quality-standards-practices/

“Whether you require a large-scale multi-tank project, an economical turnkey
solution, well-executed maintenance and repair services or a complete
demolition and rebuild, we’re prepared to help you plan a successful project
from day one”

Industries Served
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/industry/

As Canada’s premier tank builder, TIW Steel Platework Inc. specializes in the design, engineering, fabrication,
construction, and maintenance of field-erected storage tanks, pressure vessels and spheres. With expertise in
custom steel plate products, we’ve been involved in numerous industry structures including Silos, Stacks,
Penstocks and more. From petrochemical and refining, to food and beverage processing, we provide high
quality, custom storage solutions to satisfy our client’s most stringent requirements.
With a stellar safety record and firm commitment to providing the highest quality service, we use our 100 years
of expertise in tank building to offer comprehensive project management services and turnkey solutions to
clients across a wide range of industries, including:
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API 650 Tanks, Various Configurations
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/products/api-650-tanks-various-configurations/
TIW specializes in the engineering, fabrication and erection of large diameter aboveground storage tanks designed to API
650 standards. Our highly qualified engineering specialists help you choose the best configuration based on your specific
requirements and process design.
We have designed many tanks varying in height, diameter and roof type, with various internal and external
appurtenances, linings, external coatings and insulations. Each tank is customized to the criteria of its stored product,
internal pressure, temperature, and environmental variables.

Typical Usage







Crude Oil
Refined Gases
Biofuels
Process Water
Sulfur
Chemicals

Common Roof Types






Column/Structurally Supported Cone
Self-Supporting Cone
Self-Supporting Umbrella / Dome
Geodesic Dome
Open Top

Design Specifics
With over a century in tank design & field erection, we’ve continually developed and critiqued our design and
construction process, producing a safer and longer lasting tank. Some design specifics considered include:
Considerations
 Allowable external Loads on tank shell
openings
 Internal & external Pressures
 Environmental loads (wind, seismic,
snow, importance factors)
 Foundation design
 Design based on tanks operating at
elevated temperatures
 Design based on tanks operating at
lower temperatures
 Single or double bottoms
Access Systems
 Floating roof access options
 Radial or spiral stairways
 Roof access systems

Requirements
 Product conditions
 Maximum capacity
 Secondary containment
 Internal or external floating roof
Materials of Construction
 Carbon steel, stainless steel or duplex steel
Corrosion Protection
 Linings, coatings, wallpapering
 Cathodic protection
Heat Conservation
 Various insulation products

Appurtenances
Our design engineers can customize a wide range of appurtenances on the interior and exterior of your tank. At our inhouse, 200,000 square feet material processing plant, we fabricate everything from pontoons, nozzles, vents and piping
to custom stairways, platforms and rolling ladders.
Internal Components
 Integrated Liquid Level Gauges and
Gauge Poles
 Heating Coils
 Baffles
 Piping Subsystems for Multi-Level
Sampling
 Overflow
 Draw-Off
 Diffusers
 Pumping
Steel Floating Decks
 Single & Double Deck Floating Roofs
with Legs & Components
 Deck Drains & Sumps
 Internal Rolling Ladders

External Attachments
 Nozzles (with flanges, elbows, couplings and more)
 Ladders, Spiral and Radial Stairways:
 Single and Double Stringer Designs with Handrail
Variations
 Roof Walkways, Platforms and Joining Catwalks
 Flush Cleanout Manways, Shell Manways and Mixer
Manways
 Rectangular and Circular Hatches
 Fire Protection Foam Piping
 Wind Girders (with railings)
 Insulation Rings
 Lightning Arrestors
 Rescue Davits
 Shell Vents, Circulation Vents
 Piping Supports, Cable Support Trays, Lifting and
Grounding Lugs

200,000 Square Foot Material Processing Plant
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/operations-facilities/

Our 200,000 square foot covered material processing plant located on a 10-acre property. The site is well-serviced by rail
and roadway and is adjacent to the Welland Canal, which services the Great Lakes. The shop contains the latest in steel
fabrication machinery and is regularly updated to keep up with both technical and safety standards.
Platework:
 2x CNC ESAB CNC Plasma tables: (120” wide x 960” x long x 2” thick)
 1x CNC H.D Plasma / Oxy-fuel Burning Table (1/16″ to 6″ thick: 10′ wide by 52′ long)
 2x Plate Rolls (1.5” x 120” wide) and (1” x 116” wide)
 1x Brake Press (250 Ton – ¾” thick x 14’ wide)
 1x Hydraulic C-Press (200 Ton)
Structural:
 1x Drill Line (Capacity: W4 x 13 to W40 x 215)
 2x Angle Lines (Capacity: L2 x 2 to L8 x8)
 1x HE&M Structural Saw (Capacity: 44” wide x 26” high)
 1x HYD-MECH Band Saw for Bevel Cutting (Capacity: 30” wide x 16” high)
 1x Hydraulic Cambering Machine for Beams (Capacity: W8 x 10 to W36 x 194)
Misc Shop:
 In-shop Heated Painting (11,200 sq ft, Shot blast facility, SSPC-SP6 cleaning)
 Machine Shop (Boring Mill, Radial Drills, Lathes)
 Overhead Cranes: (Four 20 Ton, One 17 Ton, One 15 Ton, Six 10 Ton, Twelve 5 Ton, Two 3 Ton)
 Jib Cranes (Seven 2 Ton throughout the plant)
Facilities & Storage:
 Fabrication Plant: (200,000 sq ft covered material processing plant)
 Outdoor Incoming Material: (40,000 sq ft yard, 2×20 Ton Overhead Cranes, with dual hoist radio control. )
 General Yard Storage: (325,000 sq ft)
 3x Rail Spurs (2 Outdoor, 1x Indoor)
 Office Space: (13,000 sq ft of office buildings)

Managed Services
Protective Coatings & Insulation
Given the diversity of the stored products and their chemical properties, there are a wide variety of protective coating
options that we can provide for corrosion prevention. TIW can offer a variety of external coatings, full or partial internal
lining, vapour space coating and application of custom decals.
We also offer alternate corrosion options such as hot dip galvanizing, coating over galvanized components and fireproof
coating.

Shop Pre-Coating
TIW can shop coat floor plates, shell plates, appurtenances,
floating deck plates and pontoons prior to shipping to site. This
can help offset the high prices of field coating and help minimize
open-air blasting which can be environmentally prohibited in
some project locations.

Galvanizing
We provide galvanizing of various tank components – from
nozzles, piping and support clips to handrails, ladders and
platforms. In some cases, both galvanizing and coating are applied
providing a superior protection.

Exterior Coatings
These coatings are applied to the exterior of tanks or vessels for corrosion protection and cosmetic appearance.
Some typical coatings we use include:






High-performance epoxy primers and finish coatings
Inorganic zinc coatings
Holding primers
Acrylic polyurethane coatings
High-temperature coatings

Interior Linings
The interior surfaces of these tanks are typically lined with a submersion grade epoxy lining, from the floor to 1
meter up the shell (in oil tanks), whereas the interiors of water or other process tanks may be completely
coated. TIW removes all sharp edges before sandblasting any area, and can perform complete Holiday testing
(to test for voids in the liner), prior to signing off on the lining. Typical linings used include:




Epoxy primers
Epoxy finish coatings
High temperature coatings

Insulation
When temperature control is required per design, TIW can supply and install a variety of mechanical insulation
to meet the customer’s requirements. Insulation options can vary from the more common insulation batts with
external cladding to prefabricated insulated panels. There are also different insulation and cladding material
options.
Depending on design and temperature requirements, TIW can offer several insulation materials such as:










Fiberglass
Calcium silicate
Mineral wool
Cellular glass
Perlite
Polyisocyanurate
Thin blanket
Aerogel

Large-Scale Multi-Tank Projects
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/products/large-scale-multi-tank-projects/
TIW is highly specialized when it comes to large diameter multi-tank projects. In fact we can erect more storage capacity,
faster than any other competitor in Canada. To be successful in this market requires an experienced team of proven
leaders. We rely on our core supervision and managers to deliver safe, efficient, cost effective projects at an accelerated
rate, no matter what challenges may arise.

Considerations
Planning logistics is a highly complex and challenging process. Some key considerations include:












Project execution strategy
Construction execution strategy
Assignment of key personnel to the project
Schedule: including drafting, material delivery, fabrication and construction
Material transportation to site; rail ,trucking, barge, etc
Onsite power requirements and associated equipment
Access around the tank lot, including ring roads
Crane sizing, capacity and reach
Offices, lunchrooms and washcar locations
Transportation and accommodation of the work forces
Trailer and laydown locations

Large-Scale Multi-Tank Project of 19 Tanks (Sizes from 192’ x 60’ to 250’ x 71’ – All Open Top Floating Roofs)

Four 250' x 71' High Tanks (Front) and Two 192' x 60' High (Rear)

API 650 Covered and Open Top Floating Roof Tanks of Various Sizes

High Quality Materials and Construction
TIW is well-known for its excellence in building API 650 storage tanks. Our uncompromising approach to using only the
highest quality materials and most up-to-date, precise construction techniques save our clients time and money.
All fabrication takes place in our state of the art, 200,000 sq ft in-house processing plant, where our technologically
advanced CNC tables produce consistent, precision cut steel, welded to construct every inch of our tanks, from the floor
to the shell and roof. Our certified welders and highly skilled field erection crew complete each project diligently and
safely

Internal Floating Roof Pontoons

Portion of 200,000 Square Foot Covered Material Processing Plant Located on a 10-Acre Property

Large Diameter Hot Tanks
(1 of 6) 288′ x 48′ (400°F) Hot Bitumen Tanks

Large Alumina Silos Project
Alumina silos for an aluminum smelter. 124' x 127' High (Largest)

Large International LPG Spheres Project
Design, fabrication & erection of 18 - 63.5′ diameter LPG storage sphere

Large Stainless Tank
TIW was awarded the contract to engineer, fabricate and erect one 150’ x 39’ Stainless Steel UAN Storage Tank. This is
presently the largest stainless steel tank in North America to date.

API 650 Tank Design with a Column Supported Roof

Turnaround Maintenance
Turnaround Events: www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/products/turnaround-maintenance-events/
Oil & Refineries: www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/industry/petrochemical-refining/
Paper Mills: www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/industry/pulp-paper-forestry/

New Section of an FCCU Reactor Vessel for an Ontario Refinery

OUR SERVICES
The success of a turnaround project depends on how effectively it’s managed,
from the planning stage to the final turnover. TIW’s highly qualified and
experienced project managers and schedulers bring years of practical field
experience. From managing multiple subcontractors to finding creative solutions
in complex environments, our leadership will always maintain the critical path of
the turnaround schedule.
Supported by our home office, our field teams rely on in house engineering,
drafting, production, purchasing and administrative support. Further our onsite
safety officers and quality inspectors are also supported by our head office
management team.

New Regen Head

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
By providing turnkey solutions, we eliminate costly delays, service duplication and
communication problems that can happen when clients attempt to manage
multiple contractors. TIW is well-known for its ability to effectively manage large
turnaround maintenance projects of any size and scale, on time and on budget. In
fact, we often reach the sign-off stage before the projected deadline, saving our
clients millions.

Replace Crude Heater Sec.

With more than a century of experience in tank construction and maintenance,
we’ve developed solid relationships with trades unions across North America,
allowing us to directly hire and train local, certified tradespeople and field
personnel – another way we save overhead costs while providing value to our
clients.

PLANNING & ESTIMATING
Large turnaround maintenance projects depend on sound planning and estimating
for successful execution. From pinpointing material and production costs to
efficiently scheduling the manpower, every detail has to be carefully organized to
avoid conflicts, cost overruns and rework.

Reactor Stripper Bottom

Using industry standard scheduling software Primavera, we schedule every task,
from preparation activities and quality control inspections to turnaround and
maintenance. This critical tool enables us to track the progress of every project,
schedule labourers and effectively plan the execution of repair and maintenance
tasks.

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST

Regen Plenum

Over the past century, we’ve perfected the process of field execution and
assembled a team of highly qualified specialists that have transformed TIW into a
leader in steel tank turnaround and maintenance services. Our certified welders,
boilermakers, mechanics, and other tradespeople as well as our supervisors,
engineers, operators, technicians and mechanical personnel take pride in making
your project a success from day one.

Heater Tube Replacement

Carefully Planned, Precision Work
Regen Vessel Crane Lift at a Refinery in Ontario

Heat Exchanger Bundle being taken to the Cleaning Pad

New Reactor Head and Cyclone Assembly

Removal of Existing Reactor Head

TANK MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/products/tank-maintenance-repair-services/

API 653 Tank Repairs & Modifications
TIW is renowned for its expertise in repairing API tanks at petrochemical plants, refineries and tank farms. With
more than a century of experience in the aboveground storage tank industry, we’ve performed tank repairs and
modifications on API tanks for a wide range of customers.
Every day of downtime costs you money, and repairs should only be entrusted to highly qualified experts.
That’s why we retain experienced supervision and hire certified tradespeople with the knowledge and technical
experience to perform repairs that meet API 653 standards. Our in-house engineering, drafting, and shop
fabrication along with our network of subcontractors in civil, electrical, cathodic, insulation, tank lining and
geotextile work, provide a turnkey, one stop solution for all tank repairs.

Safety Focus
Repairing tanks is more than turning the clock back on years of damage. It also demands focus on safety, our
first and foremost core value. Onsite, our experienced safety officers spend their time continually reviewing
each task, process and piece of equipment to ensure our workers go home safely to their families. Partnered
with our stringent practice of quality control, each repair job is completed to our high standards.
Whether your tank needs a minor tweak or a major overhaul, it’s best to contact an experienced specialist as
soon as possible. Our experienced repair teams can help you find the right solutions.

Tank Demolition

Capacity Expansion

GENERAL REPAIRS











Fixed-roof repairs and replacements
Floating roof repair
Tank shell & structure repair
In-service tank repairs
Tank bottom patches
Tank bottom replacements
Cone roof and structural repair and replacements
Buckled tank shell repairs
Sunken and collapsed floating roof repairs
Seals replacements and repairs

Roof Replacement

JACKING AND LEVELING



Correct tank rim settlement
Repair or replace tank floor plates

MODIFICATIONS













Stairways
Catwalks
Platforms
Handrails
Rolling ladders
Stair treads
Shell nozzles
Manways
Piping
Heating systems (heating coils, glycol jackets, bayonet heaters)
Cone roof to internal/external floating roof
Internal/external floating roof to cone roof with under-structure

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS











Tank Jacking

Replacement Carbon Steel
Internal Floating Roof

Floating roof retrofits
Floating deck drain systems
Firefighting foam systems
Secondary containment tank bottoms
Secondary containment systems
Cathodic protection systems
Leak detection systems
Sample and instrumentation piping systems
Linear heat detection systems
Lightning protection
Floating Deck Inspection

CAPACITY INCREASE



Additional shell courses
Floating roof replacements (steel pontoons to aluminum floaters)

Lifting Tank to add additional height

Lifting the Tank for Annular Ring Replacement

NBIC Pressure Vessel Repairs (R Stamp)
From replacing heads, internals and exchangers to fabricating and assembling large pressure vessels, TIW’s experienced
team of certified tradespeople is equipped to complete a wide range of maintenance and repair tasks on your ASME field
erected pressure vessel.
Certified under ASME Section VIII-Div. 1, the National Board “R” stamp, and multiple Jurisdictional Authorities (TSSA,
ABSA, TSASK, Etc.), TIW provides a wide range of pressure vessel repair services, including installation, modification,
rerating, heat treating, onsite stress relief and pressure testing to name a few.

ASME REPAIR SERVICES
Our full range of repair services includes:










Field and shop fabrication of vital pressure parts.
Fabrication and assembly of large pressure vessels.
Shell replacements
Full head replacements
Stainless cladding (linings/wallpapering)
Pressure boundary nozzle additions.
Tray replacement in towers
Sweep boxes and cyclone repairs
Refractory anchor installs including speed cells
Replacement Valve System, Dip Ring & Access System

DEMOLITION & REBUILD
The importance of safety during demolition can’t be overstated, and that’s why we have specific processes and protocols
in place to ensure every team member is safe on the job. We’ve developed protocols for handling NORMS, pyrophorics,
asbestos, silica, led paint, etc. From working in confined spaces to removing a 250 ft flare stack, TIW is well-known
throughout the industry for its detailed execution plans and safe work practices.
With more than a century of construction experience for a wide range of clients, we’ve perfected the execution of these
projects, continually improving our processes to improve efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Our experienced workforce
brings years of specialized expertise to every project from concept to mechanical completion with zero compromise to
safety

Roof Demolition

Tank Demolition

Confined Space / Demo of Indoor Tank

Removal of Refractory

OUR TEAM
Read full bios at: www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/leadership/

Jacques Dion, M.Sc., P.Eng
President & General Manager
With 34 years of experience in the steel tank building industry, Jacques is highly
respected for his expertise in engineering, down-to-earth style of leadership, and
genuine concern for the health, safety and well-being of the company’s employees.

Jesse Zhang, Ph.D., P.Eng
General Sales Manager
Jesse’s intense background in structural and mechanical engineering has proven to be
an enormous asset to TIW. As a highly skilled engineer, with an in-depth
understanding of our products and our place in the industry, he serves as a key team
player from the inception of an inquiry throughout each stage of a project.

David Roepke, B.A.Sc., P.Eng
Chief Engineer
Dave brings more than 30 years of experience in design and fabrication of pressure
vessels, storage tanks, shell and tube heat exchangers, food-grade (sanitary) tanks and
process equipment, conveyors and lifting devices to TIW. With a keen interest and
fascination of how structures are built and a drive for continuous improvement, Dave
is instrumental in the continual development of our products, equipment and design
practices.

Darrell Spratt
Engineering Services Manager
Darrell has been with TIW for more than 25 years. He has the critical role of ensuring
that work flow is maintained from drafting, purchasing, QA and through the shop and
into our field. His main goal is to positively influence the direction of every project.

Brent Borne, CPA, CGA
Controller, Manager of Accounting
Brent brings 20 years of experience in accounting to his role. Instrumental in helping
to streamline TIW’s financial operations, he continually strives to improve the
efficiency of his department and maintain exceptional working relationships with
critical stakeholders.

Dan O’Hara, C.Tech
Contracts Administrator
Responsible for the administration of all projects, Dan oversees contracts, schedules,
billing and change orders. Maintaining open dialogue with both staff and clients to
ensure complete customer satisfaction, he is also an enthusiastic advocate of quality
assurance and was inspired to join the company upon learning how quality is built into
our culture.

Mike MacKinnon, CRSP, NCSO
Environmental Health & Safety Manager
Mike brings more than 37+ years of experience in the construction and safety field to
TIW. A steadfast advocate of safe working practices for all staff, he plays a critical role
in developing the customized safety plans for each project. He continually strives to
leverage client relationships to improve safety on every site.

Bruce Ferguson
Production Manager
Bruce brings more than 40 years of experience in the storage tank industry to his role.
As someone who’s seen many changes in steel production technology, his experience
on the shop floor and with various types of machinery makes him an important part of
the TIW team. He works hard to build and maintain open and trusting dialogue with
shop employees as well as the entire management team.

Glenn Alloway, B.A.Sc., P.Eng
Construction Manager
As TIW’s Construction Manager, Glenn plans all aspects of projects with a focus on
detailed field execution. This involves considerable project management,
communication with clients, strategic troubleshooting and supervising personnel.
Described as efficient, forward-thinking, and progressive; Glenn is the first to embrace
new technologies and manage his team of highly experienced Supervisors,
Superintendents, Project Coordinators and Field Engineers.

Mario Lisella
Regional Field Superintendent, St. Catharines, ON
Mario has dedicated more than 46 years of his career to TIW. He assigns and
coordinates Site Supervisors and equipment to all company job sites, and his
experience in the field as a Welder, Foreman and Superintendent is highly respected
by everyone on the TIW team. To this day, he enjoys the problem solving aspect of the
job and the feeling of satisfaction he gets when a project is completed to spec.

Jerry Desjardins
Regional Field Superintendent, Nisku, AB
Jerry brings more than 30 years of experience in the boiler industry to TIW, where he
moved up the ranks and held positions including Foreman, General Foreman, Site
Superintendent and Project Coordinator. Today, he works in our Edmonton office and
is responsible for coordinating construction contracts for Western Canada.

Janet Coles
Purchasing Manager
With more than 20 years’ experience in purchasing, Janet is known as “the steel
buying queen of southern Ontario”, negotiating with vendors to get the best possible
price on materials. A tough negotiator who works well under tight time deadlines, she
maintains an important open dialogue with everyone on staff, most often the Sales
and Production departments.

Tim Lee
Quality Manager
With over 30 years of experience in the industry, Tim is well-versed in all aspects of
quality control, and plays a critical role in ensuring every product TIW ships is up to the
high standard our clients have come to expect. As someone who closely monitors
quality on the shop floor on a daily basis, Tim is a passionate believer in building
quality into the production process from the start.

Nathan Calford
IT Manager, St. Catharines, ON
Nathan combines over 15 years of professional experience in information technology
with the goals and business operations of TIW. He is intimately familiar with the
company’s infrastructure, networks and databases and works tirelessly to ensure they
stay organized, secure and relevant. As a passionate believer in continuous
improvement and a technological trailblazer, he is always keen to explore methods of
using emerging technologies to improve our efficiency, productivity and
competitiveness.

Derek Thiessen
Chief Draftsman, St. Catharines, ON
Derek has worked at TIW for over 10 years and has been using CAD for over 20 years.
He is responsible for all fabrication drawings; ensuring they comply with customer
specifications, industry codes and company standards. Before anything is fabricated in
the shop or field, you can be sure that Derek and his team in the drafting department
has considered every detail..

CORE VALUES
Our core values govern the way we work and how our organization operates. These are at the heart of everything we do,
providing a framework for leadership and daily decisions made as an organization and as individuals. Please visit our
website for a full definition of each core value along with the details of implementation.

Safety ● Quality ● Ethics and Integrity ● Continuous Improvement ● Professionalism ● Cost Effective
Project Management ● Culture

www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/about-us/#core-values

Our History
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca/our-history/
For more than 100 years, steel fabrication has been significant to the industrial growth and development of Canada. The
historical account of TIW parallels this trend and the Company’s past and early development has close ties with Canadian
industry in its many and varied fields.
Originating as one of the pioneers in the Canadian petroleum industry, as demand increased, TIW steadily broadened its
capabilities to meet the specialized requirements of many other industries including natural gas, steel, mining, chemical,
pulp and paper, energy and more.

For more information please see our website

www.tiwsteelplatework.ca

23 Smith Street, L2P 3J7
St. Catharines, ON, Canada
TEL: (905) 684-9421 | FAX: (905) 684-7310

1-888-853-4347
www.tiwsteelplatework.ca

